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We report the impact of mechanical anomaly on high-j/metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitors
built on flexible silicon (100) fabric. The mechanical tests include studying the effect of bending
radius up to 5 mm minimum bending radius with respect to breakdown voltage and leakage current
of the devices. We also report the effect of continuous mechanical stress on the breakdown voltage
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4882647]
over extended periods of times. V

Flexible electronics are an emerging field extending
from stylish product design to new opportunities for traditional electronics. It opens up new, previously not feasible
application areas, such as advanced healthcare devices,
which can be attached to the body for monitoring vital
signs.1–9 A variety of approaches have been explored in
quest of high flexibility of electronic devices without sacrificing the advantages of traditional devices.
The mainstream technologies to fabricate flexible electronics can be divided into three main categories. The first
one is fabricating organic electronic devices on naturally
flexible polymeric substrates, which has the advantages of
low cost and excellent flexibility. However, these devices
usually exhibit low mobility inherent to organic materials,
low integration density, and mandated process temperature
limitations to avoid substrate melting.10–12 The second technique involves fabrication of the inorganic devices on a regular silicon substrate followed by a device transfer to a
flexible polymeric substrate.13–17 In this approach, the
advantages of the polymeric substrates flexibility and good
performance of inorganic devices are preserved. This technique is mostly focused on emerging applications, and the
work of achieving the integration density needed for highperformance computational electronics is still ongoing. The
third approach is to capitalize on the semiconductor industry’s expensive and abrasive fabrication processes (epitaxy,
high energy implantation, spalling, abrasive back grinding,
etc.) and the resultant product has limited bendability and no
transparency.18,19 To complement these efforts, we have
previously reported a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible process using trench-protect-releaserecycle process to transform conventionally fabricated bulk
electronics into the flexible and semi-transparent one. This
versatile process can be applied to any type of CMOS devices
fabricated on regular Si (100) wafers. As was previously
reported, the variety of devices on our flexible Si platform
exhibits no significant degradation comparing to the conventional bulk devices.20–25
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In this work, we assess the impact of mechanical anomaly (bending radius, bending cycles, and hold time at a certain bending condition) on the characteristics of the metaloxide-semiconductor capacitors (MOSCAPs) representing a
basic element of electronic circuits built on our flexible Si
platform.
We fabricated high-j metal gate MOSCAP devices on
300 nm thermally grown SiO2 on Si (100) bulk 400 wafer.
The process is depicted in Figure 1. First, we pattern the field
oxide (FOX) to layout the active area. Then, we deposit the
gate stack composed of 10 nm high-j (er ¼ C*t/e0A  6.8)
Al2O3 dielectric deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD)
followed by 20 nm of ALD tantalum nitride (TaN) without
breaking the vacuum. Finally, aluminum (Al) contacts are
made for probing the devices. To this end, the fabrication of

FIG. 1. Fabrication process of flexible MOSCAPs: (a) patterning of active
area, (b) ALD deposition of 10 nm Al2O3/20 nm TaN, (c) and (d) protecting
active area using photoresist, (e) etching ALD stack for isolation using RIE
and stripping PR, (f) physical vapor deposition of 200 nm of Al contacts, (g)
patterning the Al electrodes including release holes, (h) patterning release
holes across sample and deepening them using Bosch DRIE process to etch
25 lm Si trenches followed by stripping of photoresist then, using spacer
technique, protecting cylindrical sidewalls (not shown) followed by (i) final
isotropic release step by etching in XeF2.
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bulk MOSCAPs is completed, and the next step is transforming the silicon wafer into flexible silicon fabric with fabricated devices. This is done by embedding a network of holes
into the substrate using a contact mask and subsequent hole
etching. The etch was performed using a deep reactive ion
etching (DRIE) and the Bosch process of successive etching
and deposition steps to obtain vertical smooth sidewalls.
Afterwards, 50 nm of ALD Al2O3 is deposited followed by a
vertical etch through this film, which leaves the sidewalls of
the holes protected similar to that of the spacer technique.
Then, the sample is placed in a XeF2 etching chamber, where
Si is etched isotropically. Hence, the surface of the sample is
partially covered by the Al layers as depicted in Figure 1(a),
while the sidewalls of the deep holes are protected too.
Therefore, Si is accessible to XeF2 only at the bottom of the
deep holes resulting in a lateral etching of the Si substrate
that enables the peeling off of a thin flexible and
semi-transparent Si fabric containing the MOSCAPs (Fig. 2).
Both flexible and inflexible MOSCAPs were characterized by CV measurements at low and high frequencies using
E4980A Precision LCR Meter (Agilent Technologies) with a
30 mV small signal superimposed on bias voltage. Figure 3
shows the plots for the ratios of the flexible/inflexible CV data
at different frequencies for the (a) actual MOSCAPs (10 nm
Al2O3) and (b) parasitics MOSCAPs (300 nm SiO2, for parasitics extraction), which is used to extract parasitics. The capacitance measured in 100  100 lm2 devices is normalized
per unit area; the flexible devices have 10 lm diameter holes
with 20 lm pitch (i.e., 80% of the effective area of bulk devices). Comparing the plots in (a) and (b), we notice that for the
released parasitics MOSCAPs with 300 nm SiO2, there is a
slight degradation due to etched holes, while for the actual
MOSCAPs with 10 nm Al2O3, the degradation is significant
pointing to a higher density of trapped charges in ALD Al2O3
compared to that of the thermal oxide. The effect of these
trapped charges is even more pronounced in the flexed devices
due to their structural modification by the network of release
holes. This is because of the processing steps and the new
dielectric/air interface from the inside of the release holes. To
quantify the effect, the interface defect density (Dit) for the
flexible and inflexible devices is calculated as follows:


Cox
Clf
Chf
;
(1)

Dit ¼ 2
q
Cox  Clf Cox  Chf
where Cox is the oxide capacitance (capacitance in
accumulation region), q is the elementary electron charge
(1.6  1019 C), Clf and Chf are the low frequency and high

FIG. 2. Digital images showing the flexibility and transparent nature of the
flexible Si fabric containing the devices.
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FIG. 3. Capacitance ratio (flexible/inflexible) for (a) actual MOSCAPs and
(b) parasitics MOSCAPs 10 kHz and 100 kHz, insets showing the normalized capacitance for inflexible devices at 10 kHz.

frequency capacitances, respectively, in the depletion-inversion
region. Based on Eq. (1), Dit of the released flexible devices is
increased by 137% than that of the inflexible ones. Since both
have Al2O3 as the dielectric, then the increase in Dit can be
attributed to the structural features associated with the presence
of a network of release holes.
Since the reported, here, flexible devices have been fabricated using a conventional process flow and structure, we
focus on assessing the mechanical anomaly related performance analysis of these devices. Specifically, we study the
effect of external mechanical strain at different bending radii
and time of strain at specific bending angles on the breakdown voltage of the flexible MOSCAP devices. This is especially important since in many biomedical applications, for
example, to monitor vital signs of body organs, the flexible
devices are actually bent most of the time.
Figure 4(a) shows a variation in the average breakdown
voltage with different bending radius corresponding to
varying a nominal strain (enominal ¼ t/2R, t is the substrate
thickness and R is the bending radius), the inset depicting
the bending measurements test structures. The plot shows
that the average breakdown voltage increases with the
increased applied strain, reaching a 200% increase at
enominal of 0.25%. This was observed in the past too as
self-healing property of Al2O3, where Al2O3 thin films exhibit lower leakage currents on subsequent sweeps and
explained by an electrical anneal phenomenon.26 In our
case, more stressed bonds (due to higher strain at lower
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order of magnitude increase in leakage current, which is indicative of a permanently damaged dielectric in a time
dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) test.
Further, mechanical assessment is performed to determine the durability of these devices when tampered mechanically. This is done by monitoring the breakdown voltage
value of the devices after a number of bending cycles at the
minimum bending radius of 5 mm corresponding to 0.25%
nominal strain. The bending steps were done manually to
simulate a real environment where the devices are exposed
to physical unbalanced perturbation due to an expanding
heart, for instance.
Figure 4(c) shows the resulting breakdown voltage versus the number of bending manual cycles showing around
12% decrease in breakdown voltage after 50 cycles and complete failure after 100 cycles. This imposes a limitation on
these flexible MOSCAPs as they cannot withstand multiple
flexing and de-flexing cycles making them unsuitable for
applications where frequent bending at 5 mm bending radius
is required. But this is due to bending cycles, as we have
reduced the bending radius to 2 mm and after 80 cycles the
devices are physically broken. We also noticed the same phenomena when we tested the fabric at 5 mm bending radius
where getting closer to 100 cycles the fabric shows fracture. To
overcome this limited mechanical endurance issue, we believe
the fabric will need polymeric support which will be necessary
during final device packaging. Such support will increase the
mechanical endurance of flexible silicon based devices.
In this paper, we report the mechanical strain impact on
the high-j/metal gate MOSCAPs built on widely used bulk
mono-crystalline silicon (100) substrates, which was subsequently transformed into the flexible thin Si fabric. The
results show that these devices can withstand higher voltages
when bent at smaller bending radii (up to 5 mm) for a small
time, survive extended time periods under continuous mechanical stress, although can be exposed only to a limited
number of bending cycles due to the mechanical fracturing
which can be improved by adding polymeric support.
FIG. 4. (a) Change of average breakdown voltage of MOSCAPs versus
bending radius; (b) Leakage current versus time corresponding to different
values of constant stress voltages; (c) Breakdown voltage as a function of
bending cycles. Inset: the samples are extended using the Kapton tape from
both edges to enable manual bending of the sample at the center of the bending structure.

bending radius) initially pass higher currents leading to a
similar electrical annealing step which heals the device and
makes it less prone to breakdown.
Another important indication of the reliability of flexible
devices is the leakage current, which have been monitored
during the extended periods of time. Figure 4(b) shows the
leakage current in flexible MOSCAPs at different stress voltages, as a percentage of the average breakdown voltage,
over a time period of 6 days (5  105 s), while being bent at
5 mm bending radius (enominal ¼ 0.25%). The trend shown in
this plot indicates that the devices can safely operate at
75%–85% of their breakdown voltage for a little more than a
day. The observed leakage current decrease over stress time
is attributed to the significant charge trapping, which is especially more prominent in Al2O3 high-j dielectric. On the
other hand, operation at 95% of breakdown voltage shows an
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